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editor’s note
Shirin Subhani

Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become “curators” of stories of courageous creativity after
experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression that involve emotional risk and
personal vulnerability. For more about Shirin and Shahana, please visit the “About Us” page on Flying Chickadee’s Web
site: www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html
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There is a recent TED talk by Brene Brown, in which she talks about the power of vulnerability and its importance in increasing self-worth and living a wholehearted life. “I know that vulnerability is kind’a like the core
of shame and fear and our struggle for worthiness. But it appears it’s also the birth place of joy, of creativity,
of belonging, of love…” she says. This got me thinking that here at Courageous Creativity, we do just that –
offer a platform to our contributors to be vulnerable! To write past their fears, completely own and share their
stories, and to take the ultimate risk of being seen by all!
Our first issue of 2011, centered on ‘New Beginnings,’ aspires to remind that every day, every moment, and
every breath is an opportunity to start afresh. We bring you stories by contributors who have taken the risk of
interrupting a set or expected path and significantly changed the flow of their lives - to start over, to make new
beginnings towards happiness, peace and creative living.
In our feature, ‘The War on Terror,’ Sara Amjad shares a searing account of her experience living in the warzone that is Pakistan, and the unexpected trigger that awakened her from cynical, numb survival to hopeful,
human connection. In ‘Reboot’, Martin Tran shares his recognition of himself as the common denominator in
the pattern of his life and his choice to break it. In ‘Take a Breath!’ Jessica Garcia describes coming to terms
with unrealistic expectations, and taking necessary steps to change course. In his piece ‘College, Careers and
Choice,’ our youngest contributor Siddharth Gupta shares his bold decision to drop out of college to follow
his dream of becoming a writer. In the poem ‘My Renaissance’ Darshana Shanbag poignantly describes the
continuous process of rebirth, and through her silk painting ‘Smiling Buddha,’ artist Radha Reddy expresses
the peace of present-moment awareness. Also included in this issue is a heartwarming interview with Scott
Sowle, a presently homeless man, who, after finding faith to overcome a long pattern of drug and alcohol
abuse, founded ‘Redeeming Soles,’ an organization that collects donations of footwear for the homeless in
Seattle.
We hope this issue will interrupt your paths in some way as you embark into the new year. Help us make
2011 a great year for Courageous Creativity by spreading the word, and Happy New Year!
Shirin

“…EVERY DAY, EVERY MOMENT, AND EVERY BREATH IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO START AFRESH. … [THESE] CONTRIBUTORS HAVE TAKEN THE
RISK OF INTERRUPTING A SET OR EXPECTED PATH AND SIGNIFICANTLY
CHANGED THE FLOW OF THEIR LIVES, TO START OVER…”
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“DISSATISFACTION IS A GREAT STARTING POINT, FOR IT IS RIGHT
THERE THAT WE HAVE THE MOST POWER, STRENGTH, AND ENERGY TO PUSH CHANGE THROUGH.”
- David DeNotaris

“VITALITY SHOWS IN NOT ONLY THE ABILITY TO PERSIST BUT THE
ABILITY TO START OVER.”
- F. Scott Fitzgerald

“HE HAS DRAWN BACK, ONLY IN ORDER TO HAVE ENOUGH ROOM
FOR HIS LEAP.”
- Friedrich Nietzsche

“DO NOT WAIT UNTIL THE CONDITIONS ARE PERFECT TO BEGIN.
BEGINNING MAKES THE CONDITIONS PERFECT.”
- Alan Cohen

on courageous creativity ...
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“I AM THAT THIRD GRADER AGAIN, CONFIDENT, TALENTED, JOYFUL, MY
STORY YET TO BE WRITTEN.”

reboot
Martin Tran
Martin Tran has delusions of grandeur, and spends too much
of his time pondering the wonderful and terrible things he
would do if he had super powers.
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reboot Martin Tran
Ctrl+Z. For a guy who has long thought of himself as a writer, and especially someone who works in IT,
it’s embarrassing that I only figured out this shortcut last year. Such a simple but powerful tool, to undo
what you’ve done, to go back to an earlier thought or a blank slate; to go back to the beginning.
When I was in elementary school, my 3rd grade teacher, Mrs. Rognan, used to read children’s novels to
us, from authors like Roald Dahl and Judy Blume. And every once in a while, she would ask me to take
her seat and read something I had written to the class. She never asked anyone else to do this, only me.
In my entire life those moments are still some of my favorite ones. I was able to reach people, entertain
them. I felt… special. I knew without a doubt that I would be telling stories the rest of my life.
It’s New Year’s 2009, and I’m lost. My creative efforts are all creative holocausts. It seems like nothing
I try works out. I’m dissatisfied with my work, my attitude, my relationship, my life. But what’s new?
Dissatisfaction and a sense of inadequacy have been my constant companions. When I was a child I
remember telling my mom that I was going to be a writer. “But who will buy what you write?” she asked
me. I don’t hear those words in her voice anymore; my own voice had taken them over long ago.
It turns out I was a little too good at telling stories. But that talent wasn’t extending to my prose or
screenplays or short films; no, I was just really good at telling myself stories. “I’m so talented it’s like
I’m Sherman Alexie and Ang Lee’s love child.” “I’m not good enough.” “Now that I know what I want
I won’t stop ‘til I get it.” “I’ll do it tomorrow.” “I’m over self-sabotage, I’m ready now.” “If only I had a
crew, a camera, editing equipment, more training, a bigger budget…” From 2007-2009 I really did try,
the best I knew how. But again and again and again things were not happening for me.

“I FINALLY REALIZED THERE WAS ONE COMMON DENOMINATOR IN THE
WHOLE EQUATION. ME... I DECIDED TO GET OUT OF MY HEAD AND OUT
OF MY OWN WAY. I JUST STOPPED. ON THAT NEW YEAR’S EVE I
RESOLVED TO DO NOTHING FOR AN ENTIRE YEAR.”
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reboot Martin Tran
I finally realized there was one common denominator in the whole equation. Me. After two years of
struggling, I decided to get out of my head and out of my own way. I just stopped. On that New Year’s
Eve I resolved to do nothing for an entire year. No videos, no writing, no anything. No more stories,
especially the ones I told myself. I placed myself in a creative coma, and so be it if I never came out of
it. Maybe all along, wanting to be a storyteller was yet another one of my delusional stories.
Thank God it wasn’t. When 2010 rang in, I began again. But I began from scratch, only doing things I
wanted to do without expectation of success or fear of failure. No more stories, just be in the moment,
like I was as a child. I wanted to learn. Accept all invitations. I wanted mentors and guidance; to try
things I’d never done, to do things that scared me.
I always wanted to learn photography. A gift of an SLR camera came with lessons from a professional
photographer. I soaked it up. By the middle of last year, I was an official photographer for a 1000 plus
flash mob. I went down to L.A. to help my brother with film productions. Move this light here, run this
cable there, make sure no one robs the equipment truck. No matter how small the job I did it. In Seattle
I met people who were shooting a short film. They asked me to be the assistant director and I accepted.
I’d never worked with people I didn’t know before.
I started writing prose again too. It’s the best writing I’ve ever done, writing because I wanted to, just
for myself, not for an imaginary audience or agent. I retrained myself on editing software, agreeing to
take on very small projects for friends. I joined an advisory committee for the Seattle International Film
Festival. I’m now a contributing writer for the International Examiner which will also be publishing my
photographs. Six years after first visiting different campuses, I finally applied to grad school. And I was
accepted into a community leadership program, where I wanted to work on project management, connect with my community, and finally become comfortable with public speaking again.

“…I BEGAN AGAIN. BUT I BEGAN FROM SCRATCH, ONLY DOING THINGS
I WANTED TO DO WITHOUT EXPECTATION OF SUCCESS OR FEAR OF
FAILURE. NO MORE STORIES, JUST BE IN THE MOMENT, LIKE I WAS AS
A CHILD…”
8

reboot Martin Tran
Two months ago, I stood before the audience at my leadership program’s community presentation. For the longest time when speaking publicly, my heart would burst from my chest, my
voice would shake, my hands would fidget uncomfortably. Not this time. I was calm…blissful. This past year I shed my old insecurities and allowed myself to become stronger. Before I
opened my mouth to speak, I thought back to Mrs. Rognan’s class and smiled. I am that third
grader again, confident, talented, joyful, my story yet to be written.

“SUCH A SIMPLE BUT POWERFUL TOOL, TO UNDO WHAT YOU’VE DONE,
TO GO BACK TO AN EARLIER THOUGHT OR A BLANK SLATE; TO GO
BACK TO THE BEGINNING.”
9

“I MOLT MY SKIN FOR THE THOUSANDTH TIME
CLEANSE OFF AGAIN THE ENVELOPING GRIME”

my renaissance
Darshana Shanbhag
Darshana Shanbhag is a lifelong student and devotee of the beauty of
language, literature, music, art, the world of ideas and the outdoors. She
works as a physician practicing Internal Medicine and enjoys an active,
happy and often chaotic lifestyle in Bellevue, Washington with her family.
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my renaissance

Darshana Shanbhag

I lay my armor on the floor
Yesterday’s battles doth scar no more
I molt my skin for the thousandth time
Cleanse off again the enveloping grime
Sins that cast a shadow large
Left to fade in time’s barrage
No primal scream will now escape
My lips as novel words they shape
As night sheds its dark cloak of fear
Don dawn’s cape so bright and sheer
Lay to sleep skeletons of the past
Reborn am I as iconoclast
A spring in my step as I pirouette
Just toeprints in the sand can I set
A lightness for I can fly today
Eyes open as I come out to play
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“WHAT THE HELL DOES IT MEAN, THE WAR ON TERROR? DOES IT IMPLY AN END
TO ALL FEAR, OR SOMETHING? LIKE, ‘I BANISH ALL NIGHTMARES FROM THE
WORLD, FORTHWITH! NOW, TERROR DOESN’T EXIST!’”

the war on terror
Sara Amjad
Sara Amjad is 35 years old, 100% Paki (born and bred), and has
worked in Advertising Strategy for almost a decade now. She has
been married nine years and is child-free by choice. She is a genuine geek and proud of it: she loves reading and writing more than
almost all things (except traveling!).
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the war on terror Sara Amjad
The War on Terror. I’m sure there are probably some content tribes-folk in some remote, still-untouched corner
of Africa who aren’t forcibly, intimately acquainted with this term. For the rest of us, this phrase is so bloody
hackneyed that it’s joined the Trite-League, similar to ‘Godless Communism’ (translation: we don’t like the
way you guys do stuff and that makes it okay for us to annihilate you) and ‘Freedom For All’ (translation: we’ll
invade your country and take all your stuff, and you can’t do shit.). What the hell does it mean, the War on
Terror? Does it imply an end to all fear, or something? Like, ‘I banish all nightmares from the world, forthwith!
Now, terror doesn’t exist!’
I didn’t think so. But it still means many things to many people. Mass violence; rampant destruction of home
and hearth (Hestia must be fading fast); displacement; and of course, death. I can testify to the vastness of its
inexorable impact: life’s changed in ways minute and significant, and some you couldn’t even imagine.
For me personally, it conjures up a few specifics. Number One would be the instantaneous transformation of
an ordinary, mundane day into a horrific, nightmarish one. Just eight weeks ago (11.11.10), for example, I
had to work late. For a change, my husband had gotten home before me. Literally minutes after I’d dragged
my weary carcass home, there was a huge explosion - huge enough to shake the massive stone walls of our
house, to make our hearts falter for a second. We switched on the telly and it was impressive, really, how fast
those intrepid reporters were. Within five minutes, there was live coverage—complete with hysteria, victims,
carnage and speculation. We stared at each other silently; I thanked whoever’s responsible for our safety; I
called loved ones with brisk efficiency to ensure their wellbeing. Then, I poured myself a much-needed drink.
And we were done, we’d moved beyond the latest disaster with practiced pragmatism, and we were ready for
the next hit, whenever it came. Perhaps even today, who knows?
So there you have it, the impact of this WoT on my life. It has bestowed new instincts onto me: it’s made me
quick and practical, calm in the face of emergency or chaos, able to deal with the possibility and the reality of
death without collapsing. I’m a strong, battle-hardened woman, really. Isn’t that just so damned cool?

“[THE WAR] HAS ... MADE ME QUICK AND PRACTICAL, CALM IN THE
FACE OF EMERGENCY OR CHAOS ... THE POSSIBILITY AND THE REALITY
OF DEATH ... A STRONG, BATTLE-HARDENED WOMAN, REALLY.”
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the war on terror Sara Amjad
Another unanticipated aftereffect of the Operation in the North has been no access to marijuana. I know, I
know, there’s a War on! Freedom and life itself are at stake, millions have lost their homes, thousands have
died… and here I am, bemoaning the shortage of intoxicants. How endemic of the selfish, morally dead
privileged classes, isn’t it? I’m not arguing, either. It’s true but if you ask me (moments of conscience and guilt
notwithstanding) most of us cope with these earth-shattering events by how they affect us, in all those petty
and personal ways. I admire the few souls who actively chuck themselves headfirst into the noble task of helping, but most people I know have a very limited quota of generosity: they give a bit of cash, they discuss the
issue with mates, and they’re done.
After months of surviving on looks-like-hash-but-isn’t, our trusty contact finally came through. And we parted
with the exorbitant sum of money he demanded with gratitude in our hearts and (hysterically stoned) laughter on our lips. And the world was saved—for just a while, anyway. After all, we were able to revert to being
numb, to turning our backs on the misery around us while we retreated once again to the fascinating depths
of our own minds, where the world was a friendlier, kinder place. Here’s a comparison for you: cowering in fear
each time someone you love steps out of the house vs. waving a cheerfully stoned goodbye and going right
back to that intriguing episode of LOST—what would you pick, if you were surviving every day?
Unfortunately … or, fortunately, that immunity didn’t last long. There was a robbery, committed by our own
servant: a surly, lazy boy we’d hired for the express purpose of guarding our house and valuables. Yup, irony.
He made off with a bunch of jewelry, electronic equipment and even a brand new Beretta (licensed, of course)
my husband had bought—again, for enhanced safety. We made several rounds of the dilapidated police
station nearby, only to be informed that there was little, if any chance of apprehending the guy. ‘After all, we
have bombings and murders and kidnappings to solve; a burglary ranks way down the list,’ the police officer
confided, and we could hardly refute him.

“YOU SEE, WE NEVER THOUGHT IT—THE WAR ON TERROR—WOULD
ACTUALLY AFFECT US IN ANY REAL OR LASTING WAY. NOT US RICH
TYPES, WHO WERE EDUCATED AND LIBERAL, WHO LIVED IN BIG HOUSES
WITH SEVERAL CARS AND STAFFS OF SERVANTS.”
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the war on terror Sara Amjad
It wasn’t the stuff, really. Sure, it was expensive, it had sentimental value like possessions do. But we didn’t
care about our things, not after the first day anyway, because we felt so irreversibly violated, invaded—
threatened in the sanctity of our only real refuge. Or perhaps the illusion that we had any refuge at all was
shattered? A constant blend of lingering fear and impotent anger occupied us and for days after, there was an
atmosphere of muted mourning in our house. And I tried to shrug it off, to move past it but it left its mark on
my thickened skin.
You see, we never thought it—the War on Terror—would actually affect us in any real or lasting way. Not us
rich types, who were educated and liberal, who lived in big houses with several cars and staffs of servants.
And till recently, we were nearly right. The violence and the turmoil were confined to specific areas and mostly,
one could pretend that life was normal. But not forever. In a way, the robbery woke us up. Forced us to reflect
on the brutal reality we’re surrounded by, day after day. That while we drive to work, there’s every chance we
could be mugged and perhaps, shot and that’s down to ever-rising poverty: yet another casualty of suicide
bombings and uncertainty and constant chaos. That the horror stories we see on the telly every day, complete
with overblown tragic music, are happening in the same city in which we live. That we might have survived
theft and loss of value, we might have felt invaded and duped for a few days, but there are people just like us
who’ve suffered so much worse. That we live in a ‘civilized’ neighbourhood, but there is real war and death
and disease mere miles away.
A sobering thought, beyond doubt. Yet, after the initial trauma passed, for some reason it hasn’t disillusioned
me further; it hasn’t dragged me down to those very final depths of despair. It’s made me stronger, in several
real, significant ways. The robbery compelled me to look around and really see. It changed me, even. Now, I
step out of the bubble I’d been numbly living in. Now, I reflect on matters beyond the next steak dinner I’m
going to splurge on, or what I’m going to wear to that fancy cocktail party at someone’s outrageously lavish
mansion this weekend, or whether I can get my hands on the intoxicant of my choice. Now, when the cook

“THE ROBBERY COMPELLED ME TO LOOK AROUND AND REALLY SEE
… NOW, I STEP OUT OF THE BUBBLE I’D BEEN NUMBLY LIVING IN… I
REFLECT ON MATTERS BEYOND THE NEXT STEAK DINNER I’M GOING TO
SPLURGE ON...”
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the war on terror Sara Amjad
holds out a trembling hand, teary-eyed as she explains how terribly straitened her circumstances are, I don’t
hesitate. I reach out and take her hand, and I offer the assistance she so desperately needs. I compare the effect a miserable 1000 rupees will have on her life, this woman who slaves at two jobs every day (food for the
rest of the month) to the impact it’ll have on mine, sitting in my nicely cooled, well appointed lounge, complete
with a giant TV set (some greasy fast food for lunch), and it’s no bloody contest. I like feeling that I’ve made a
tiny difference to her life. It makes me more…content.
And yes, sometimes it’s scary, contemplating the constant misery around me; sometimes it’s just so exhausting. But at least it broadens my horizons. Because no one can exist in a bubble forever, I guarantee that. Not in
these harsh times. We’re all flawed souls, hapless and frail, hopeful and expectant amidst the grand mess that
is life. A little kinship seems just the remedy in this dark world—this ‘pure land’—of ours.
There it is, then. The WoT, and how it’s affected the actual human beings who live in the most dangerous
place on earth. Here we don’t keep score via a-once-in-a-lifetime catastrophe that influences the rest of our
lives; we mark daily occurrences, daily incidents of bombing and shooting and rioting. It terrifies us, it beats us
down. And it spurs us on to new heights of defiance and resolve and pure tenacity. Those who don’t die grow
stronger, with time. Maybe years from now we’ll have survived the anarchy. I don’t know. I suppose I could end
on a hopeful note now but I’ll settle for a simple truth: we’re still here.

“…NO ONE CAN EXIST IN A BUBBLE FOREVER, I GUARANTEE THAT…A
LITTLE KINSHIP SEEMS JUST THE REMEDY IN THIS DARK WORLD—THIS
‘PURE LAND’—OF OURS.”
16
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“…I’VE HAD MUCH CAUSE TO CONSIDER WHAT THE MEANING OF LIFE, AND
MY PURPOSE IN IT, MIGHT BE. I STILL WOULDN’T BE ABLE TO ... ANSWER ...
EITHER OF THOSE QUESTIONS, BUT IT SURE COULDN’T HURT TO BE HAPPY.”

college, careers, and choice
Siddharth Gupta
By the age of sixteen, Sid Gupta had attained Junior status at the University of
Tulsa in pursuit of a Bachelor’s degree in political science. He is currently taking a
break from his studies to focus on his writing career.
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Siddharth Gupta
college, careers, and choice		

The idea of following the normal course of a post-collegiate career simply because it was expected just didn’t
appeal to me. As with any student, I spent a fair amount of time in college considering various fields of employment. I was a political science major, so whatever I did would involve some measure of writing, whether it
be analyst, media liaison, or state senator. In any case, it seemed that regardless of what I picked, an unfortunately large portion of my career would have been based on necessity rather than satisfaction.
This was also why I chose to move directly to college in the middle of my sophomore year in high school.
Five of the seven courses I was taking that semester were either a part of the Advanced Placement
program or the International Baccalaureate program. Even then, I was encouraged to play cards or read
during the significant portion of time I had after my daily work was finished. At the advisement of one of
my Academic Bowl coaches, I took the ACT standardized test during the fall semester. When I received
my results, I found out that I would be able to immediately begin attending a community college for a
semester, from where I would be able to transfer to a full-fledged university. I felt that this would be a
great opportunity to find a more academically serious environment without having to endure another two
and a half years of boredom in the service of normalcy.
Unfortunately, college itself did not prove as useful as I’d hoped. I felt I went to classes simply to do well on
tests, only to forget the information in subsequent semesters, and this time, without even the luxury of cards.
Most other students still did not seem to be taking classes very seriously, and those who did were the unpleasantly competitive type that would inform you on the first day of the semester that, “No, no, this Room 314
isn’t the one you’re looking for,” when it turned out it most certainly was.
I felt that spending a significant amount of time to get a piece of paper without actually learning very much
was a fantastic waste of time and resources. Most importantly, I wasn’t happy while attending college, and

“…SPENDING A SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF TIME TO GET A PIECE OF
PAPER WITHOUT ACTUALLY LEARNING VERY MUCH WAS A FANTASTIC
WASTE OF TIME AND RESOURCES.”
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Siddharth Gupta
college, careers, and choice		

potentially being more financially secure seemed like a poor substitute. It made complete sense to me
that I could eschew working for years, and instead simply do what I enjoyed and live a bit more frugally.
After spending two stress-filled years wishing I were doing something else, the prospect of continuing to
do so because it was a “necessary” ingredient for success was more than off-putting.
All of these factors influenced me to forego the remaining half of my degree and attempt beginning a
career as an author. This was an unusual choice, and I didn’t expect that everyone would be able to
understand. What surprised me was how many people disapproved for no other reason than that they
felt sad for me because “college is good”. Personally, I felt my time was better spent pursuing my own
happiness instead of trying to please those who spent their time searching for people to pity.
For the past two years, I have been working on a manuscript for a young adult fantasy-humor novel. I am currently in the process of finding a publisher. The process of writing and re-writing has
been one I thoroughly enjoyed. Spending several more months waiting for agents to reply, however,
is a daunting prospect. In the meantime, I have written a short children’s book about a moose and
a fox, and am on the lookout for an illustrator.
I do not think this sort of choice is for everyone, nor do I believe that it should be taken lightly. However,
I do feel that doing what is expected because it is expected sets a dangerous precedent in stifling innovation. In taking such a risk with my future, and in writing this article, I’ve had much cause to consider
what the meaning of life, and my purpose in it, might be. I still wouldn’t be able to tell you the answer
to either of those questions, but it sure couldn’t hurt to be happy.

“I DO FEEL THAT DOING WHAT IS EXPECTED BECAUSE IT IS EXPECTED
SETS A DANGEROUS PRECEDENT IN STIFLING INNOVATION.”
20

“LIKE AGENT GRACIE HART, ONE MAY ULTIMATELY FIND THAT WORLD PEACE
IS NOT AS RIDICULOUS AN IDEA AS IT SOUNDS, AND THAT THE PATH TO
THAT PEACE STARTS WITH FINDING PEACE, ACCEPTANCE AND MEANING
WITHIN ONESELF.”

take a breath
Jessica J. Garcia

Jessica J Garcia was born and raised in Texas around a tight knit Hispanic
family. She has loved the joy of reading for as long as she can remember, and
is discovering the joy of writing now that she is working on her first novel. Her
writing focuses on Hispanic women in today’s culture. She recently completed
her Bachelor’s degree in Business, and is currently taking time to enjoy the
important things in her life - her son and her family.
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take a breath

Jessica J. Garcia

In the movie “Miss Congeniality”, Sandra Bullock plays undercover FBI Agent Gracie Hart, who is planted
as a contestant to foil a threat against a beauty pageant. Initially, she shows an open disdain for pageantry, from the glamorizing of an unattainable ideal of beauty to what she perceives as the equally unattainable ideals of the contestant’s platforms, all of which end with a desire for “world peace”. To her,
these are all false promises packaged up to appeal to people’s gullibility and keep the audience hooked
while the pageant marketing machine profits.
This appeal for unachievable ideals of perfection and grand promises runs throughout our society. In the
United States, we recently completed one of the most expensive political campaigns in history. Though
their recipes varied, all candidates seemed to be selling the same flavor of happy juice: we can keep you
safe, restore jobs, and do this all while cutting your taxes and balancing the budget. For our national
leaders, pursuing lofty ideals such as world peace and nuclear disarmament is par for the course: every
president in the last half century has tried and failed to bring peace to the Middle East.
The political ads as well as the bombardment of countless other ads for products and services that
promise everything from restoring youth to losing weight have in common the promise of an ideal, that
seems as unattainable as that of a beauty pageant contestant.
Of course, this is the time of year when such ads kick into full gear. Most, if not all of us, have experienced the annual ritual of New Year’s resolutions. With the best of intentions, we tell ourselves this will
be the year we will lose weight, quit smoking, pay off debt, save for retirement, exercise, etc. As with
many of the other promises of unrealistic expectations in our society, these resolutions are often quickly
discarded as their scope and enormity weighs down on us.

“THIS APPEAL FOR UNACHIEVABLE IDEALS OF PERFECTION AND GRAND
PROMISES RUNS THROUGHOUT [AMERICAN] SOCIETY ... ALL [POLITICAL] CANDIDATES SEEMED TO BE SELLING THE SAME FLAVOR OF
HAPPY JUICE: WE CAN KEEP YOU SAFE, RESTORE JOBS, AND DO THIS
ALL WHILE CUTTING YOUR TAXES AND BALANCING THE BUDGET…”
22

take a breath

Jessica J. Garcia

In thinking about why we subject ourselves to striving for these idealized expectations we know we may
never achieve, I have realized that it comes not just from the marketing messages in our society, but for
many of us, it comes in a very personal way that is deeply woven into our family and cultural history.
My grandmother on my mother’s side worked very hard raising three children, maintaining some rental
houses on the property, and helping establish a church in her small town. When her husband came
home at lunch and at the end of a long day, she always had a good, home cooked meal ready and never
had any complaints. My dad’s mother worked equally hard, raising six sons on a farm. My dad was the
youngest and he also picked up the family work ethic: in the early days of his marriage, he often worked
several jobs just to make ends meet. My mother fought (and beat) breast cancer while I was in elementary school, and her faith and strength were large parts of what got her through that battle. No matter
how much the chemo treatments got her down, she never showed it. She got out of bed each morning,
put on her makeup, and faced the day, not letting the disease get the better of her. In my family, being
super-human and achieving the impossible was not the exception, it was an expectation.
These are expectations that I naturally and almost instinctively brought with me as I grew up, got married, and started my own family. I wanted to be everything and do everything for my husband and son. I
wanted to be the perfect wife and mother, while at the same time finishing my college degree and working in a highly competitive and demanding job. I thrived on the stress, and constantly sought to set and
achieve unrealistic expectations of myself.
During the economic slowdown, my job was eliminated and I was laid off. This was the reset switch that
forced me to re-evaluate how I was leading my life. My initial impulse was to hit the pavement right away and
start looking for a new job. I was sure I could find one in weeks if not days, especially since I had just completed my degree. Several things made me pause, though. My son was about to start Kindergarten and

“SO, RELUCTANTLY, I TOOK A BIG RISK AND VENTURED INTO THE
UNKNOWN: FOR THE FIRST TIME IN MY ADULT LIFE, I DID NOT HAVE AND
WOULD NOT BE LOOKING FOR A JOB BUT WOULD INSTEAD BE TAKING
SOME TIME TO FOCUS ON MYSELF.”
23

take a breath

Jessica J. Garcia

I thought taking some time to spend with him that summer and through the early months as he transitioned
to his new school might be good. I am also diabetic, and my doctor encouraged me to take some time to
focus on my health, at least try it out for a few months. Though I had some doubts, my husband assured me
we could afford it and he would support my decision. So, reluctantly, I took a big risk and ventured into the
unknown: for the first time in my adult life, I did not have and would not be looking for a job but would instead
be taking some time to focus on myself.
The transition was certainly difficult. I missed the business world at first and wondered if I had made the
right decision. Old habits die hard: that fall, we decided to buy a house and remodel it. I felt like I had landed
another full time job being general contractor. My grandmother’s “super-human gene” was coming out in me
again.
Still, I made time for reflecting on myself and my priorities. I learned to start meditating and growing myself
spiritually. A major milestone along the way was the acceptance that who I was and what I had was good
enough. I did not always have to be trying to be more or achieve more. Instead, I could just focus on enjoying what I already had. It was this realization that helped me ultimately find inner peace: peace with me, my
choices, the path I had led, and the blessings I had.
Finding this inner peace has enabled me to become a better person in many ways. I now see taking care
of myself, and managing my diabetes, not just as lifelong chores or resolutions to be made and broken, but
as choices to be made every day because I love myself, my family and my life. I love and cherish the time
I spend with my son. I have started volunteering at his school. I now get to use my skills and talents not
towards a rat race in the corporate world, but in ways in which I can directly see how they impact my son’s
life and the lives of other children. I have also realized that I have a desire to be a writer and share my ideas,
stories and experiences with the world, a path I am now beginning to explore.

“I NOW SEE TAKING CARE OF MYSELF, AND MANAGING MY DIABETES,
NOT JUST AS ... RESOLUTIONS TO BE MADE AND BROKEN, BUT AS
CHOICES TO BE MADE EVERY DAY BECAUSE I LOVE MYSELF, MY FAMILY
AND MY LIFE.”
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take a breath

Jessica J. Garcia

There is a saying that, to impact the world, you must think globally and act locally. For me, acting locally
meant in the most local sense of all: I had to find peace within myself and really be comfortable with
who I was. Once I discovered, accepted and loved myself, I was able to have the clarity to know how to
pursue my goals and impact the world in whatever way I am meant to.
So as we begin this new year, amid all the marketing noise for all sorts of products and services and the
temptations to make all sorts of unachievable resolutions, it is another opportunity to take some time
and think about new beginnings in life, to look inward and meditate on one’s life and experiences. Like
Agent Gracie Hart, one may ultimately find that world peace is not as ridiculous an idea as it sounds,
and that the path to that peace starts with finding peace, acceptance and meaning within oneself.

“A MAJOR MILESTONE ALONG THE WAY WAS THE ACCEPTANCE THAT
WHO I WAS AND WHAT I HAD WAS GOOD ENOUGH.”
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“SO … I JUST GAVE EVERYTHING TO GOD … [AND] I HAD A VISION TO GET
FOOTWEAR ON PEOPLE ... IF YOU DON’T HAVE COMFORTABLE FEET … YOUR
DAY IS SHOT.”

in dialogue with
Scott Sowle
Scott Sowle is currently homeless in Seattle. Originally from Indiana, Scott spent
several years on the streets of Salt Lake City, Utah, struggling with a life of alcohol and
drug abuse, while also teaching himself Web Design, Search Engine Optimization, and
Search Engine Marketing. In Seattle, he found faith, and after making a choice to turn
his life around, in September 2010 he founded Redeeming Soles, following an insight
that the most important thing for a homeless person is to be able to stand back up on
her own feet. Scott was recently featured in The Seattle Times, and his venture has
rapidly garnered the support of many local organizations and individuals. Sangeeta
Naidu interviewed Scott for Courageous Creativity, and here are some excerpts.
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in dialogue with Scott Sowle
SN: Scott, Where are you originally from? What brought you out to Seattle?
SS: I’m originally from Indiana… I left Indiana for Utah in search of my purpose, and also [to run] from my
insecurity. I loved to ski, and Park City, UT was my first stop. For the next 20 years, [I lived] the vagabond
lifestyle, along with heavy drinking and drug use. Many times I would start a new venture only to get lost in my
pride and self-pity world, allowing each opportunity to vanish.
I started racing bicycles in my late 20s and made it a profession for one year, when once again the … bondage of alcohol [overcame] me. From 1998 until December 2009 I could be found struggling to make ends
meet, living on the streets and learning Website and Internet marketing. The endless cycle of my blackhole[like] life led me to Seattle... In November 2009 I found Mars Hill Church and the Union Gospel Mission. Each
of these helped me to recognize who our father is, and the rest of the story, you know.
So … I just gave everything to God … [and] I had a vision to get footwear on people. For the last couple of
years I was never able to do it because I couldn’t even take care of myself.
SN: At what point did you make the decision to get help and set yourself on the path of recovery from drugs
and alcohol?
SS: After another battle with blackouts in December 2009 and depression setting [in] while going through
DTs [Delirium Tremens] under the Magnolia bridge, [I was] contemplating suicide. [Then] I gave it one more
chance to find help. I entered the Union Gospel Mission [on] December 22, and accepted Christ as my Savior
[on] January 24 [2010].

“MANY TIMES I WOULD START A NEW VENTURE ONLY TO GET LOST IN
MY PRIDE AND SELF-PITY WORLD, ALLOWING EACH OPPORTUNITY TO
VANISH.”
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in dialogue with Scott Sowle
SN: So tell me more about your educational and vocational background.
SS: I’m a High School grad, Fremont, IN 1977; self-taught [in] Website design, SEO [Search Engine Optimization], SEM [Search Engine Marketing], and Internet marketing while living on the streets of Salt Lake City at
the University of Utah.
I came from a very broken home. I was left to my grandparents by my mother. My father was gone. I was
split from my brother from the age of four. He was two, and … [my brother] didn’t even know I existed until
this year. It’s awesome you know. Forty-six years since I’ve seen him and now the next thing is…yeah…I
don’t know where to start or … finish on this one. It’s just been awesome. To have this vision to be able to
… put shoes on everybody. And that was a major thing … in my background - I did a lot of different things. I
did a lot of marketing … [and] sales work, I built Websites, I did SEL [PH] work and STM [PH] work, Google Ad
words, eBay sales. I’ve always been pretty successful at it, but could never … manage money, you know. I
always wanted to have money … but I’m learning it doesn’t [all] revolve around money.
So, to bring this [idea] into reality, “Helping Souls” was the original name, and then when we sat down back in
September to actually start this, we found that somebody was using it. So we had twenty different names we
were searching and looking for. Dillon goes, “What about Redeeming Soles?” DOH!
SN: How perfect! And with your last name being Sowle [pronounced “sole”]. That’s amazing!
SS: It was just magical how it happened… And now to be able to not only make an impact in Seattle … the
whole idea behind this is actually to [make it] nationwide. There is a big void being missed domestically.
“Soles4Souls” and “Tom’s Shoes” do an excellent job of getting shoes out to the needy in other countries,
[especially during] disasters such as Haiti and Indonesia during the tsunami and New Orleans. They are great,

“IT WAS JUST MAGICAL HOW IT HAPPENED… AND NOW TO BE ABLE
TO NOT ONLY MAKE AN IMPACT IN SEATTLE … THE WHOLE IDEA BEHIND THIS IS ACTUALLY TO [MAKE IT] NATIONWIDE.”
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in dialogue with Scott Sowle
but our cities are missing. And so I’ve seen a need for that. I already talked to Wayne Elsey … the CEO of
Soles4Souls, and got full support from him right now. I don’t know if anything could happen between the two
of us, but I think the two of us could possibly partner together and work together to … make an impact - it
would be a global impact then. Not just [in] … the third world countries, but … it [would] happen right here
in the United States. It’s a great nation here. It’s cool.
SN: Being homeless, how were you able to manage to find the resources, get the support, and create the
Website?
SS: Yeah [laughs] … Actually I was doing SEO and SEM work. I have two small clients that I have had for a
couple of years now. That has given me a small income to keep up hosting [the domain]. To be able to build
the Website that we’ve got now. A lot of it has to do with those who have stepped in and donated … time,
money and shoes. And that is how we are operating … [it’s] all being done pro-bono. We have a logo coming in. It should be released [soon] …I’m going to shoot for February. We have the design picked out we just
need to get colors and the typography for the name “Redeeming Soles.”
And we had a law firm step up a week ago! They have offered pro bono services for all the legal work [for]
501(c)(3) [status]. Seattle University [also] stepped up … Dr. Leo Simpson [who] handles the Entrepreneur
division [in Seattle U] … has brought his students [along] to help out with business planning. There [are]
possible accounting [services] coming on board from Seattle University too. … In the last couple of weeks,
people have stood up and walked forward to become board members. I had a young lady come in who writes
for a magazine called Footwear Plus and [has] done articles for “Soles4Souls” in New York. She has worked
in the footwear industry. She offered her expertise to contact manufacturers and social networking too!

“WHEN I STARTED THIS, IT WAS [ALL] ‘I’. I NEED TO DO THIS AND I
NEED TO DO THAT … BUT WHEN I STOPPED ... AND ALLOWED HIM
[GOD] TO DO IT…IT ALL CAME… HE WILL KEEP FEEDING YOU, AND HE
WILL NEVER FEED YOU ANY MORE THAN YOU CAN HANDLE.”
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in dialogue with Scott Sowle
SN: It is kind of silly to even ask you, but how is it being received by people? It seems like it is being received
amazingly.
SS: [Laughs] Yeah it is. A lot of people … didn’t realize there is such a need within their own community just
for shoes. When they think of donating stuff, it’s always clothing. Both those that are homeless, those that are
underprivileged…they’re on their feet day-in and day-out, you know. They don’t have a car. They may not
have a bicycle or [access to] public transportation. They are walking to everything. They are standing in line
on their feet. If you don’t have comfortable feet … your day is shot. It’s hard on them.
SN: Yeah. Well thank you so much. I really appreciate it. So, how long have you been working on this project,
then?
SS: Since September [2010]. I got to tell you…when I started this, it was [all] ‘I’. I need to do this and I need
to do that … But when I stopped saying I need to do this, and allowed Him [God] to do it…it all came. I
mean, last week all the shoes came, and they didn’t come in… over-abundance [such that] I couldn’t handle
it. We were able to get the shoes down the hill and into the storage unit. It’s just awesome how He will keep
feeding you, and he will never feed you any more than you can handle.
SN: This is great. I really appreciate you taking the time to talk to me today.
SS: Cool … I love to talk about it. But the thing I love to do is [to] have action and make it happen. And that
is what is going on. …We don’t have certain [titles] you know, [such as] you’re in this division or this division.
You know how to do something; we’ll make a [place] for you. And that’s what it’s about.
SN: Well I want to help you…so let’s find a way!
SS: You just tell me what your specialty is and we’ll figure it out!
To learn more about Redeeming Soles, visit http://www.redeemingsoles.org
Read more about Redeeming Soles and Scott Sowle in The Seattle Times, at
http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/html/localnews/2013726472_shoes21m.html
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“THIS PAINTING OF AN ENLIGHTENED BUDDHA WAS INSPIRED BY MY SPIRITUALITY, AND REPRESENTS A SERENE AND PEACEFUL STATE WHILE PRAYING.”

smiling buddha
Radha Reddy
Radha Reddy was born and raised in Hyderabad, lived for ten years in London, and then
moved to Mumbai. It was here that she began to explore her interest in drawing and painting. After learning and practicing hard at silk painting techniques, she quickly sold some
paintings for charity, and soon friends began commissioning works from her. She has also
recently started to teach others who have been inspired by her to learn the silk painting
techniques. She is fortunate to be in Mumbai, where the bright and vibrant colors and interesting scenes provide inspiration and ideas for paintings.
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“Smiling Buddha”
Silk Painting, French Silk Dyes and Gutta
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